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The refinement of a Choquet theorem on (strong) upper semi-continuity and its 
relation to the Vainstein lemma are dealt with here. Relevance of subcontinuity is 
discussed. Consequently, an improvement of a characterization theorem of Dolecki 
and Rolewicz is achieved. 
FORMULATION 
1. 
Let X, Y be topological spaces. A (multi-valued) mapping E Y-t X is said 
to be upper semicontinuous (USC) at y,, if for every open Q which includes 
T’, there exists a neighborhood W of y, such that Q I> TW (=Uycw ry). 
A subset K of Ty, is called a kernel at y,, (of I), whenever for every open 
Q with Kc Q there is a neighborhood W of y,, such that Tw\Ty, c Q. 
The meaning of upper semicontinuity was revealed by the following 
theorem of Choquet [ 11: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be metricizable and Y be first countable. A 
mapping which is USC at y, possesses a compact kernel at y,. 
2. 
At about the same time there appeared the Vainstein lemma on closed 
functions [ 14 ] : 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let X be metricizable and Y be countable at y,. If a 
continuous function f : X + Y maps closed sets into closed sets, then the 
boundary off - ‘( y,J is compact. 
It is now a good opportunity to mention the dual (and equivalent) 
definition of upper semicontinuity. A mapping r is USC at y,, if and only if 
for each closed set F for which y, E Cl T-‘F (=Cl( y: ry n F # a)), y0 is in 
T-IF. Accordingly, a function f maps closed sets into closed sets, if and only 
if the mapping f - ’ : Y -+ X is USC everywhere. 
It is instrumental to define the outer part of r at yO as the mapping 
F: Y+ X given by fy = ly\ryO. 
By the (topological) upper limit (Ls) of a (multi-valued) mapping A at y,, 
we understand 
Ls Ay, = f& clA(~{yo~), 
where 9( y,) stands for a neighborhood base at y,. 
The (outer) active boundary of r at y, [2] is the topological upper limit at 
y, of the outer part of r and is denoted by Frac Ty,. Hence 
Frac Ty, = Ls fy, = 0 Cl r’W. 
ws.a 1’0) 
If a mapping r is open at y, (i.e., for every neighborhood W of y. and 
every x0 in Cl Ty,, there is a neighborhood Q of x0 with TW 1 Q), then the 
whole boundary of Ty, is active. 
In particular, this is the case of the mapping f -‘, provided that f is 
continuous. Therefore the Vainstein lemma is a special case of: 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [2]. Let X be metricizable and Y countable at y,. If 
r: Y + X is USC at y,, then Frac Ty, is compact. 
3. 
The following characterization theorem was presented in [3]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be metric and Y be countable at yo. If r is USC at 
yo, then 
(i) Frac Ty, c Ty,, 
(ii) the infimum of measures of noncompactness of {TW: WE .9( yo)} 
is zero, and 
(iii) for each r > 0 there is a neighborhood W of y, such that 
rw c qry,, r). 
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Besides, if X is complete, (i)-(iii) imply the upper semicontinuity of r at 
Yom 
It will be clear from our considerations that condition (iii) is superfluous. 
4. 
A “common denominator” of Sections l-3 will be given through our main 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be metrizable and Y bej7rst countable at y,. If r is 
USC at yo, then Frac l-y, is the smallest kernel-bf I- at yo. 
5. 
Our efforts to extend Theorem 4.1 to more general spaces resulted in its 
variant, not a generalization. 
Recall that a (completely regular) space is topologically complete if its 
topology admits a complete uniformity [6, p. 2081. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be topologically complete and assume Ty, to be 
closed. Let Y be first countable at yo. If r is USC at y,, then Frac T-v, is the 
least closed kernel of r at y,. 
Example 11 makes us believe that no substantial generalization of 
Theorem 4.1 can be expected. 
DEVELOPMENT 
6. 
The active boundary Frac Ty, is obviously a closed set disjoint from the 
interior of z-y,. 
While formulating further properties of the active boundary we shall need 
the following assumptions: 
(i) X is a Hausdorff space satisfying the first countability axiom and 
y. admits a countable neighborhood base. 
(ii) X is a regular space. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume either (i) or (ii) and Ty, closed. If r is USC 
at y, , then Frac Ty, c Ty,. 
A proof of the above fact under assumption (i) may be found in [3] and 
under (ii) in [2] or [lo]. 
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COROLLARY 6.1(i). Assume (i). The active boundary of r at y, is a 
subset of every kernel of T at y,. 
COROLLARY 6.l(ii). Assume (ii). The active boundary of r at y, is a 
subset of every closed kernel of I- at y,. 
Indeed let K be a kernel of r at yO. Then the mapping f defined by 
fy, = K and iL = 040,~ YfYo 
is USC at yO and Frac fy, = Frac Ty,. 
A mapping A: Y + X is said to be subcontinuous at y,, if for every net 
tYCZJ&A convergent to yO and such that all y, # y,, every net (xaJPEA such 
that x, E Ay, has a convergent subnet. 
The original definition of Hrycay [5] did not assume that y, # y, for all 
a. 
It was proved in [8] that: 
THEOREM 7.1. A mapping A is subcontinuous at y,, if and only if for 
every open cover 2 of X there are a neighborhood U of y, and a finite 
subfamify Z” of Z such that 
We recall that a mapping A: Y + X is called graph-closed at y$, whenever 
Ay,=LsAyOUCIAy, = 
( 
n ClAW . 
WcmY,) 1 
The following two facts are essentially established by Smithson [ 131. 
THEOREM 7.2. A subcontinuous (at yO) graph-closed (at yO) mapping is 
upper semicontinuous (at yJ. 
THEOREM 7.3. ([ 131 for X completely regular.) Let X be a regular 
space. The upper limit (at y,J of a mapping subcontinuous at y, is compact. 
The question we are going to face now is about consequences of upper 
semicontinuity in terms of subcontinuity. 
* In Choquet’s terminology such property is called “upper semicontinuity,” while what we 
call upper semicontinuity is referred to as “strong upper semicontinuity.” 
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LEMMA 1.4. If a sequence in a T, space has no cluster point, then it is a 
closed set. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let X be topologically complete and Y be first countable 
at y,,. If I is USC at y,, then its outer part at y, is subcontinuous at y,. 
Proof. We shall first prove the following property (countable subcon- 
tinuity) of the outer part r’: if ( W,}pzi is a neighborhood base at y,, and 
(x,,)z= 1 is a sequence such that x, E IW,,, then the sequence has a cluster 
point. Otherwise, by Lemma 7.4, {x”) z=, would be a closed set disjoint from 
Ty, but meeting IW for every W in 9( y,J-a contradiction. Next we shall 
show that if % is a uniformity on X, then for every UE g there are a finite 
set M and a neighborhood WE 9(y,) such that r’W c U(M) (total boun- 
dedness of 0. Suppose that, on the contrary, there is U in % such that for 
every finite set M and for every WE 9( yJ, Fw\U(M) # 0. Let ( W,, )z=, 
be a base at y,,. We define x, to be an arbitrary element of r’W, . Suppose 
that we have selected (x,, x2 ,..., 
xJ E r’w,. 
xn) such that (xi, x,J G U as i # k and 
Set x,+1 to be an element of the (nonempty) set 
rw,, ,\U{x, ,**a, x,}). Obviously, (x,,+ 1, xi) misses U for i < n. So 
constructed, a sequence has no cluster points which contradicts the first part 
of the proof. 
Consider now, a complete uniformity % of X. Let x, E Fy=, where 
1Yolac.4 is a net converging to y,. Consider the filter fl associated with the 
net Ix, LA. Let .Y’ be an ultrafilter finer than R. We have that for every U 
there exists an F in Srcz 55 and a finite set it4 such that F c U(M) = 
U mEM U(m). Since g is an ultrafilter, U(m) belongs to 59 for some m E M. 
Thus ,% contains arbitrarily small sets and, by completeness, is convergent. 
Therefore Y (equivalently {x,},,,) has a cluster point. 
By virtue of Theorems 7.5 and 7.3 we get this generalization of 
Proposition 2.1. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let X be topologically complete and Y be first countable 
at yO. If I is USC at yO, then Frac Iy, is compact. 
Indeed the active boundary FracTy, is the upper limit at y0 of the outer 
part of r (at yO). 
8. 
COROLLARY 8.1. Let X be topologically complete and Y be jirst coun- 
table at y, . If I is USC at y,, then the multifunction f defined as 
fy,, = Frac TyO, fY = TYVYO for Y fyo (*I 
is USC at yo. 
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Remark that P is the graph-closure at y, of the outer part r’ of r, in the 
sense that f= r’ off y, and fy,, = n wss( YO, Cl FW. Also Ls fyi, = fy,,. 
Therefore, Corollary 8.1 follows from Theorems 7.5 and 7.2. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Proposition 6.1(i) and Corollary 8.1, Frac Qj,, 
is a kernel and by Corollary 6.1(i) it is the least kernel. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. It follows from Corollary 8.1 and Proposition 
6.l(ii) that Frac T’, is a kernel and from Corollary 6.l(ii) that it is the least 
closed kernel. 
It is now clear that we may state the following characterization result. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let Y be first countable at y,, F Y+ X a multivalued 
mapping. Suppose that either Ty,, is closed and X is topological& complete or 
X is metricizable. r is USC at y,, if and only if 
(i) Frac Ty, c Ty,,, and 
(ii) the outer part of r at y, is subcontinuous. 
9. 
We shall give here another formulation of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. 
A multi-valued mapping A is said to be active at y, , if Ay, c Frac AyO. A 
mapping E is said to be stationary at y,, if there is a neighborhood W of y,, 
such that E W c Ey,. The following is a result of quasi-decomposition of 
upper semicontinuous multifunctions. 
THEOREM 9.1. Suppose that f? Y-+X is USC at y,. Let Y bef?rst coun- 
table at yO and let either X be metricizable or X be topologically complete 
and Ty, be closed. Then there are mappings f and f such that 
(i) r=fuf, 
(ii) ijlnfy=0for y# y,, 
(iii) fyO c fy,, 
(iv) F is stationary at y,, 
(v) P is active and USC at yO, 
and such that for every other two mappings satisfying (i j(v) there is a 
neighborhood of y, on which the active mapping includes P and the 
stationary one is included in l=. 
It may be easily checked that the mapping P of the above quasi- 
decomposition is given explicitly by (*), while I’y = Ty, n ry. 
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10. 
Let (X, Z!) be a uniform space. We say that a multivalued mapping A is 
totally bounded at y,, if to every U E Z? there corresponds a neighborhood 
W of y,, and a finite set F such that A(w\{ y,,}) c U[F]. In particular, if the 
uniformity is defined by a metric, the total boundedness of A at y, amounts 
to 
where v is a measure of noncompactness. 
THEOREM 10.1. Subcontinuity implies total boundedness. If (X, 22) is 
complete, then total boundedness implies subcontinuity. 
The first assertion follows from Theorem 7.1. The second one may be 
easily derived from the proof of Theorem 7.5; see also [6, Theorem 32, 
p. 1981. 
In the metric case this theorem follows from a diagonalization argument 
by Kuratowski [7]. 
This theorem and Theorem 8.1, combined, constitute an extension of 
Theorem 3.1. 
CONCLUSIONS 
11. 
It should be said that in our discussion the assumptions about the space Y 
must not be removed beyond the requirement that y, is a q-point [ 121. Note 
that Theorem 7.6 is a variant of a Michael theorem [ 12, Theorem 1.11 and of 
its extension by Dykes [4, Corollary 3.31. 
As for the space X it turns out that the complete regularity of X is too lax 
an assumption (cf. [ 11, Proposition 9.71) as we infer from the following: 
EXAMPLE. Let X=/IN (the Tech-Stone compactification of natural 
numbers). Let r be any element of ,fIN\N. We define E ( 1,; ,..., 0 j +/IN by 
I-n-’ = (n}, l-0 = /wwa. 
The active boundary of r is n,, CIB, [n, n + l,...) =/?N\iV which is not a 
subset of m. On the other hand, every open set Q, including TD, includes 
also a tail [n, n + l,...), hence r is USC at yO. Indeed, if there is a 
subsequence {nk: k = 1, 2,...} of natural numbers disjoint from Q, then its 
closure is also disjoint from Q, thus from TD. But this is impossible, because 
Cl(n,: k= 1,2 ,... }xCl{n,:k= 1, 3 ,... }UCl{n,:k=2,4 ,... } contains more 
than one point of PWN. 
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We conclude from the above example recalling Corollary 6.1 (ii) that there 
is no compact kernel of r at 0. 
12. 
As an application, we quote the following: 
THEOREM 12.1. Assume that X is either metricizable or topologically 
complete and I”, is closed. Let E Y +X be USC at y, and A:X+Z be 
USC on Frac Ty,. Then, the composition A o T is USC at y,. 
And its corollary, which improves [3, Theorem lo]: 
COROLLARY 12.1. If fi X + Y is USC at yO and a function f : X + R is 
LSC on Frac Ty, then the marginal functionfl is LSC at y, (wherefr( y) = 
infxery f (x)1. 
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